Beahvioral equivalences serve to establish in which cases two reactive (possible concurrent) systems offer similar interaction capabilities relatively to other systems representing their operating environment. Behavioral equivalences have been mainly developed in the context of process algebras, mathematically rigorous languages that have been used for describing and verifying properties of concurrent communicating systems. By relying on the so called structural operational semantics (SOS), labelled transition systems, are associated to each term of a process algebra. Behavioral equivalences are used to abstract from unwanted details and identify those labelled transition systems that react "similarly" to external experiments. Due to the large number of properties which may be relevant in the analysis of concurrent systems, many different theories of equivalences have been proposed in the literature. The main contenders consider those systems equivalent that (i) perform the same sequences of actions, or (ii) perform the same sequences of actions and after each sequence are ready to accept the same sets of actions, or (iii) perform the same sequences of actions and after each sequence exhibit, recursively, the same behavior. This approach leads to many different equivalences that preserve significantly different properties of systems.
Introduction
In many cases, it is useful to have theories which can be used to establish whether two systems are equivalent or whether one is a satisfactory "approximation" of another. It can be said that a system S 1 is equivalent to a system S 2 whenever "some" aspects of the externally observable behavior of the two systems are compatible. If the same formalism is used to model what is required of a system (its specification) and how it can actually be built (its implementation) then it is possible to use theories based on equivalences to prove that a particular concrete description is correct with respect to a given abstract one. If a step-wise development method is used, equivalences may permit substituting large specifications with equivalent concise ones. In general it is useful to be able to interchange subsystems proved behaviorally equivalent, in the sense that one subsystem may replace another as part of a larger system without affecting the behavior of the overall system.
The kind of equivalences, or approximations, involved depends very heavily on how the systems under consideration will be used. In fact, the way a system is used determines the behavioral aspects which must be taken into account and those which can be ignored. It is then important to know, for the considered equivalence, the systems properties it preserves.
In spite of the general agreement on taking an extensional approach for defining the equivalence of concurrent or nondeterministic systems, there is still disagreement on what "reasonable" observations are and how their outcomes can be used to distinguish or identify systems. Many different theories of equivalences have been proposed in the literature for models which are intended to be used to describe and reason about concurrent or nondeterministic systems. This is mainly due to the large number of properties which may be relevant in the analysis of such systems. Almost all the proposed equivalences are based on the idea that two systems are equivalent whenever no external observation can distinguish them. In fact, for any given system it is not its internal structure which is of interest but its behavior with respect to the outside world, i.e., its effect on the environment and its reactions to stimuli from the environment.
One of the most successful approaches for describing the formal, precise, behavior of concurrent systems is the so called operational semantics. Within this approach, concurrent programs or systems are modeled as labelled transition systems (LTSs) that consist of a set of states, a set of transition labels and a transition relation. The states of the transition systems are programs while the labels of the transitions between states represent the actions (instructions) or the interactions that are possible in a given state.
When defining behavioral equivalence of concurrent systems described as LTSs, one might think that it is possible to consider systems equivalent if they give rise to the same (isomorphic) LTSs. Unfortunately, this would lead to unwanted distinctions, e.g., it would consider the two LTSs below different
in spite of the fact that their behavior is the same; they can (only) execute infinitely many a-actions, and they should thus be considered equivalent. The basic principles for any reasonable equivalence can be summarized as follows. It should:
-abstract from states (consider only the actions); -abstract from internal behaviour -identify processes whose LTSs are isomorphic; -consider two processes equivalent only if both can execute the same actions sequences; -allow to replace a subprocess by an equivalent counterpart without changing the overall semantics of the system. However, these criteria are not sufficiently insightful and discriminative and the above adequacy requirements turn out to be still too loose. They have given rise to many different kinds of equivalences, even when all actions are considered visible.
The main equivalences over LTSs introduced in the literature consider as equivalent those systems that 1. perform the same sequences of actions, 2. perform the same sequences of actions and after each sequence are ready to accept the same sets of actions, 3. perform the same sequences of actions and after each sequence exhibit, recursively, the same behavior.
These three different criteria lead to three groups of equivalences that are known as traces equivalences, decorated-traces equivalences, and bisimulation-based equivalences. Equivalences in different classes behave differently relatively to the three labelled transition systems in Fig. 1 . The three systems represent the specifications of three vending machines that accept two coins and deliver coffee or tea. The trace based equivalences equate all of them, the bisimulation based equivalences distinguish all of them, and the decorated traces distinguish the leftmost system from the other two, but equate the central and the rightmost one. Many of these equivalences have been reviewed [11] ; here, only the main ones are presented. First, equivalences that consider invisible (τ )actions just normal actions will be presented, then their variants that abstract from internal actions will be introduced.
The equivalences will be formally defined on states of LTSs of the form Q, A τ , µ − → where Q is a set of states, ranging over p, q, p , q 1 , . . . , A τ is the set of labels, ranging over a, b, c, . . . , that also contains the distinct silent action τ, and µ − → is the set of transitions. In the following, s will denote a generic element of A * τ , the set of all sequences of actions that a process might perform.
Traces Equivalence
The first equivalence is know as traces equivalence and is perhaps the simplest of all; it is imported from automata theory that considers those automata equivalent that generate the same language. Intuitively, two processes are deemed traces equivalent if and only if they can perform exactly the same sequences of actions. In the formal definition, p s − → p , with s = µ 1 µ 2 . . . µ n , denotes the sequence p
Two states p and q are traces equivalent (p T q) if :
A drawback of T is that it is not sensitive to deadlocks. For example, if we consider the two LTSs below:
we have that P 1 T Q 1 but P 1 , unlike Q 1 , after performing action a, can reach a state in which it cannot perform any action, i.e., a deadlocked state.
Traces equivalence identifies all of the three LTSs of Fig. 1 , indeed it is not difficult to see that the three vending machines can perform the same sequences of visible actions. Nevertheless, a customer with definite preferences for coffee who is offered to choose between the three machines would definitely select to interact with the leftmost one, since the others do not let him choose what to drink.
Bisimulation Equivalence
The classical alternative to traces equivalence is bisimilarity (also known as observational equivalence), that considers equivalent two systems that can simulate each other step after step [8] . Bisimilarity is based on the notion of bisimulation:
A relation R ⊆ Q × Q is a bisimulation if, for any pair of states p and q such that p, q ∈ R, the following holds:
Two states p, q are bisimilar (p ∼ q) if there exists a bisimulation R such that p, q ∈ R.
This definition corresponds to the circular definition below, that more clearly shows that two systems are bisimilar (observationally equivalent) if they can perform the same action and reach bisimilar states. This recursive definition can be solved with the usual fixed points techniques.
Two states p, q ∈ Q are bisimilar, written p ∼ q, if and only if for each µ ∈ A τ :
Bisimilarity distinguishes all machines of Fig. 1 . This is because the basic idea behind bisimilarity is that two states are considered equivalent if by performing the same sequences of actions from these states it is possible to reach equivalent states. It is not difficult to see that bisimilarity distinguishes the first and the second machine of Fig. 1 because after receiving two coins (coin 1 and coin 2 ) the first machine still offers the user the possibility of choosing between having coffee or tea while the second does not. To see that also the second and the third machine are distinguished, it is sufficient to consider only the states reachable after just inserting coin 1 , because already after this insertion the user looses his control of the third machine, indeed there is no way for this machine to reach a state bisimilar to the one that the second machine reaches after accepting coin 1 .
Testing Equivalence
The formulation of bisimilarity is mathematically very elegant and has received much attention also in other fields of computer science [10] . However, some researchers do consider it too discriminating: two processes may be deemed unrelated even though there is no practical way of ascertaining it. As an example consider the two rightmost vending machines of Fig. 1 . They are not bisimilar, because after inserting the first coin in one case there is still the illusion of having the possibility of choosing what to drink. Nevertheless, a customer would not be able to appreciate their differences, since there is no possibility of deciding what to drink with both machines.
Testing equivalence has been proposed [4] (see also [5] ) as an alternative to bisimilarity; it takes to the extreme the claim that when defining behavioral equivalences, one does not want to distinguish between systems that cannot be taken apart by external observers and bases the definition of the equivalences on the notions of observers, observations and successful observations. Equivalences are defined that consider equivalent those systems that satisfy (lead to successful observations by) the same sets of observers. An observer is an LTS with actions in A τ,w A τ ∪ {w}, with w A. To determine whether a state q satisfies an observer with initial state o, the set OBS (q, o) of all computations from q, o is considered.
Given an LTS Q, A τ , 
An observation from q, o is successful if it contains a configuration q n , o n ∈ c, with n ≥ 0, such that o n w − → o for some o. When analyzing the outcome of observations, one has to take into account that, due to nondeterminism, a process satisfies an observer sometimes or a process satisfies an observer always. This leads to the following definitions:
The three vending machines of Fig. 1 are may equivalent, but only the two rightmost ones are must equivalent and testing equivalent. Indeed, in most cases must equivalence implies may equivalence and thus in most cases must and testing do coincide. The two leftmost machines are not must equivalent because one after receiving the two coins the machine cannot refuse to (must) deliver the drink chosen by the customer while the other can.
May and must equivalences have nice alternative characterizations. It has been shown that may equivalence coincides with traces equivalence and that must equivalence coincides with failures equivalence, another well-studied relation that is inspired by traces equivalence but takes into account the possible interactions (failures) after each trace and is thus more discriminative than trace equivalence [7] . Failures equivalence relies on pairs of the form s, F , where s is a trace and F is a set of labels. Intuitively, s, F is a failure for a process if it can perform the sequence of actions s to evolve into a state from which no action in F is possible. This equivalence can be formulated on LTS as follows:
Failures Equivalence Two states p and q are failures-equivalent, written p F q, if and only if they possess the same failures, i.e., if for any s ∈ A * τ and for any F ⊆ A τ : 1. 
Hierarchy of Equivalences
The equivalences considered above can be precisely related (see [3] for a first study). Their relationships over the class of finite transition systems with only visible actions are summarized by the figure below, where the upward arrow indicates containment of the induced relations over states and ≡ indicates coincidence.
Overall, the figure states that may testing gives rise to a relation ( m ) that coincides with traces equivalence, while must testing gives rise to a relation M that coincides with failures equivalence. For the considered class of systems it also holds that must and testing equivalence test do coincide. Thus, bisimilarity implies testing equivalence that in turn implies traces equivalence.
Weak Variants of the Equivalences
When considering abstract versions of systems making use of invisible actions it turns out that all equivalences considered above are too discriminating. Indeed, traces, testing/failures and observation equivalence would distinguish the two machines of Fig. 2 that, nevertheless, exhibit similar observable behaviors: get a coin and deliver a coffee. The second one can be obtained, e.g., from the term coin.grinding.coffee.nil by hiding the grinding action that is irrelevant for the customer. Because of this overdiscrimination, weak variants of the equivalences have been defined that permit ignoring (to different extents) internal actions when considering the behavior of systems. The key step of their definition is the introduction of a new transition relation that ignores silent actions. Thus, q a = ⇒ q denotes that q reduces to q by performing the visible action a possibly preceded and followed by any number (also 0) of invisible actions (τ). The transition q s = ⇒ q , instead, denotes that q reduces to q by performing the sequence s of visible actions, each of which can be preceded and followed by τ-actions, while = ⇒ indicates that only τ-actions, possibly none, are performed. Weak Testing Equivalence To define the weak variants of may, must and testing equivalences (denoted by m , M , test respectively) it suffices to change experiments so that processes and observers can freely perform silent actions. To this purpose, one only needs to change the inference rule of the observation step: q i , o i µ − → q i+1 , o i+1 that can now be proved using:
Weak Traces Equivalence
To define, instead, weak failures equivalence, it suffices to replace p s − → p with p s = ⇒ p in the definition of its strong variant. It holds that weak traces equivalence coincides with weak may equivalence, and that weak failures equivalence F coincides with weak must equivalence.
Weak Bisimulation Equivalence For defining weak observational equivalence a new notion of (weak) bisimulation is defined that again assigns a special role to τ's. To avoid having four items, the definition below requires that the candidate bisimulation relations be symmetric:
A symmetric relation R ⊆ Q × Q is a weak bisimulation if, for any pair of states p and q such that p, q ∈ R, the following holds:
-for all a ∈ A and
Two states p, q are weakly bisimilar (p ≈ q) if there exists a weak bisimulation R such that p, q ∈ R.
The figure below describes the intuition behind weak bisimilarity. In order to consider two states, say p and q, equivalent, it is necessary that for each visible action performed by one of them the other has to have the possibility of performing the same visible action possibly preceded and followed by any number of invisible actions.
Branching Bisimulation Equivalence An alternative to weak bisimulation has also been proposed that considers those τ-actions important that appear in branching points of systems descriptions: only silent actions that do not eliminate possible interaction with external observers are ignored.
A symmetric relation R ⊆ Q × Q is a branching bisimulation if, for any pair of states p and q such that p, q ∈ R, if p µ − → p , with µ ∈ A τ and p ∈ Q, at least one of the following conditions holds:
-µ = τ and p , q ∈ R -q = ⇒ q µ − → q for some q , q ∈ Q such that p, q ∈ R and p , q ∈ R.
Two states p, q are branching bisimilar (p ≈ b q) if there exists a branching bisimulation R such that p, q ∈ R.
The figure below describes the intuition behind branching bisimilarity; it corresponds to the definition above although it might appear, at first glance, more demanding. In order to consider two states, say p and q, equivalent, it is necessary, like for weak bisimilarity, that for each visible action performed by one of them the other has to have the possibility of performing the same visible action possibly preceded and followed by any number of invisible actions. Branching bisimilarity, however, imposes the additional requirement that all performed internal actions are not used to change equivalent class. Thus, all states reached via τ's before performing the visible action are required to be equivalent to p, while all states reached via τ's after performing the visible action are required to be equivalent to q.
Hierarchy of Weak Equivalences
Like for the strong case, also weak equivalences can be clearly related. Their relationships over the class of finite transition systems with invisible actions but without τ-loops (so called nondivergent or strongly convergent LTSs) are summarized by the figure below, where the upward arrow indicates containment of the induced relations over states.
Thus, over strongly convergent LTSs with silent actions, branching bisimilarity imlies weak bisimilarity and this implies testing and failures equivalences; and these implies traces equivalence.
A number of counterexamples can be provided to show that the implications of the figure above are proper and thus that the converse does not hold.
The two LTSs reported below are weak traces equivalent and weakly may equivalent but are distinguished by all the other equivalences.
Indeed, they can perform exactly the same weak traces but while the former can silently reach a state in which an a-action can be refused the second cannot. The next two LTSs are equated by weak trace and weak must equivalences but are distinguished by weak bisimulation and branching bisimulation. Both of them, after zero or more silent actions, can be either in a state where both actions a and b are possible or in a state in which only a b transition is possible. However, via a τ-action, the rightmost system can reach a state that has no equivalent one in the leftmost one, thus they are not weakly bisimilar.
The next two LTSs are instead equated by weak bisimilarity, and thus by weak trace and and weak must equivalences, but are not branching bisimilar.
It is easy to see that from the states p 0 and q 0 the same visible action is possible and bisimilar states can be reached. The two states p 0 and q 0 are instead not branching bisimilar because p 0 , in order to match the a action of q 0 to q 5 and reach a state equivalent to q 5 , needs to reach p 3 through p 1 but these two states, connected by a τ-action, are not branching bisimilar.
It is worth concluding that the two LTSs of Fig. 2 are equated by all the considered weak equivalences.
Future Directions
The study on behavioral equivalences of transition systems is still continuing. LTSs are increasingly used as the basis for specifying and proving properties of reactive systems. For example they are used in model checking as the model against which logical properties are checked. It is then important to be able to use minimal systems that are, nevertheless, equivalent to the original larger ones so that preservation of the checked properties is guaranteed. Thus, further research is expected on devising efficient algorithms for equivalence checking and on understanding more precisely the properties of systems that are preserved by the different equivalences.
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